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I. Statement of problems and results

1. Introduction. The extensive literature on boundary value problems for

minimal surfaces concerns itself primarily with Plateau's problem and its

generalizations. In its simplest form the problem of Plateau is equivalent to

the Dirichlet problem for the nonlinear partial differential equation

2 2

(1.1) (1   + 4>y)4>xz   —   2(j>x<t>y<l>xy +   (1   + <f> z)<j>yy  =   0.

In this paper we deal with another kind of boundary value problem for the

same equation. We are looking for a solution defined in a domain exterior to a

simple closed curve CP, possessing at the point at infinity a singularity, having

on <P continuous partial derivatives, and satisfying either of the homo-

geneous boundary conditions

(1.2) 21:   d<t>/dn = 0,       93:    <j> = 0 on P.

We shall not require, in general, that <p(x, y) be single-valued, but shall assume

that

(1.3) w = <bx — i<t>y

is. We shall also prescribe the value of

(1.4) Cms* = max | w\.

It will be convenient to associate with every solution of (1.1) the func-

•tion(2)

(1.5) Hx,y)=J-
4>xdy — <pydx

(1 + 4t + <t>Dm

It is clear that the boundary condition 21 may be written as

(1.6) 21:   ^ = 0 on <P.

Presented to the Society, April 29, 1949; received by the editors December 24, 1949.

(') Part of the research leading to this paper was sponsored by the Office of Naval Research

(Contract N6-onr-248). A partial result was announced in [4]. Numbers in brackets refer to

the references at the end of the paper.

(2) The line integral in (1.5) is path-independent by virtue of (1.1). The function ^ is de-

termined but for an additive constant.
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The singularity of 4> at infinity must be of a rather special nature. In fact,

we have shown(3) that under the conditions stated above <p admits the asymp-

totic formula

<PÍx, y) = Ax + By + C log ix2 + y2)1'2 + D arc tan iy/x) + R(x, y),

Rix, y) = 0(1),    Rxix, y),    Rvix, y) —» 0 as x2 + y2 —* °° .

It is clear that condition 33 implies that 0 = 0, and it is easy to see that 2Í

implies that C = 0.

Chaplygin(4) noticed that equation (1.1) may be interpreted as the po-

tential equation of a steady gas flow (with stream-function \p and conjugate

complex velocity w). The density p of a Chaplygin flow is connected with the

speed q= \ w\ by the relation

P2(l + <?2) = 1

which would imply the (physically impossible) pressure-density relation

p=A-\-B/p. It turns out that Chaplygin flows are good approximations to

sufficiently slow flows of an actual gas.

Our boundary value problems were suggested by this gas-dynamical inter-

pretation of equation (1.1) .The same interpretation also suggests, by analogy

with classical hydrodynamics, the method of solution.

(Note that solutions of partial differential equations satisfying homo-

geneous boundary conditions and possessing prescribed singularities (for

example Green's and Neumann's functions) are of importance in the case of

linear equations of elliptic type. There, however, no separate theory is needed,

since singularities may be removed by subtracting appropriate particular

solutions.)

2. The boundary value problem of airfoil theory. We shall consider in

detail the following problem(6).

Problem Ai. The profile 'P has no protruding corners or cusps, except per-

haps one at the point Zt. The unknown function <pix, y) has to satisfy condition 2Í,

all conditions stated in §1, and, in addition, the following. The limit

(2.1) wx =    lim    i4>x—i<t>y)
x2 _L. y2—t oo

iwhich exists and is finite by virtue of (1.7)) is positive. At zt the curve\p = 0 di-

vides itself into two branches.

In gas-dynamical language the problem may be stated as that of de-

(3) See [5]. We note, however, that the present paper is self-contained.

(4) [ó]. An English translation of this paper was published by the National Advisory

Committee for Aeronautics (Technical Memorandum 1063).

(6) A modified form of this problem (with \wj\ being prescribed instead of imax) was con-

sidered by Frankl and Keldysh [8] for a more general equation. These authors obtain an

existence and uniqueness theorem for sufficiently small values of \wx\.
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termining a steady Chaplygin flow past a given profile CP, satisfying at Zt the

Kutta-Joukowsky condition, possessing a prescribed direction at infinity,

and (by virtue of (1.4)) possessing a prescribed maximum local speed.

To every problem with condition 21 there corresponds a "dual" one in-

volving the same restrictions on the profile and condition 53.

Problem B1. Zt is a branch-point of the curve ^ = 0. w«, is positive.

It will be seen that the method used for solving Problem Ai is applicable

also to Bi as well as to all other problems considered. For this reason we will

give proofs for the case Ai only.

3. Other boundary value problems. In the problems to be stated now

the profile is assumed to have no protruding corners or cusps.

Problem A2. <p is single-valued. wx is positive.

Gas-dynamical interpretation: to find a circulation-free flow past "P.

Geometrical interpretation: to find a one-sheeted minimal surface extending

to infinity, intersecting a given cylinder orthogonally, and possessing at in-

finity a tangent plane containing a given direction (orthogonal to the di-

rectrices of the cylinder) (6).

Problem B2. \p is single-valued. w„ is positive.

Geometrical interpretation: to find a minimal surface bounded by a plane

curve, extending to infinity and possessing there a tangent plane which con-

tains a given direction (parallel to the plane of the boundary curve).

Problem A3. w„ = 0.

Gas-dynamical interpretation: to find a purely circulatory flow past CP.

Geometrical interpretation: to find a minimal surface which winds itself

around a cylinder, intersects the cylinder orthogonally, and possesses at

infinity a tangent plane orthogonal to the directrices of the cylinder.

Problem B3. w„ = 0.

Geometrical interpretation : to find a minimal surface bounded by a plane

curve and possessing at infinity a tangent plane parallel to the plane of the

curve.

Some other problems are considered in Chapter IV.

4. Conditions on the profile. We shall require that the curve f possess a

continuously turning tangent (except perhaps at Zt). Without loss of gen-

erality we assume that the length of <P is 27r. Then <P admits the parametric

representation

(6) A modified form of Problem A2 (cf. §19) was treated by Slioskin [15] for the case of a

symmetrical profile P. Slioskin prescribes the value of |m«,| and reduces the problem to an

integro-differential equation which is different from the one used here. The same modification

of A2 has been attacked by Chen [16] by variational methods. He shows that a certain varia-

tional problem related to the boundary value problem has a solution. Whether this solution

also solves the boundary value problem remains an open question.

Here and hereafter the term "tangent plane at infinity" refers merely to the limiting posi-

tion of the surface normal.
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x+ iy = z= Zis) = Zt+  f   e^^do-, O Í s ^ 2ir,
(4.1) Jo

Z(2tt) = zt,       Zis) 5¿ Zis')        for 0 ^ s < s' < 2ir.

We make the following assumption concerning the function ©(5).

Io. Set 0(27r)-0(O) = (l+a)7r. Then a = l, except in Problems Au Bi

where 0 ̂  a ^ 1.

2°. Sis) satisfies a uniform Holder condition, that is, there exist positive

constants K, k, such that

(4.2) I 0(j) - ©(/) I á ¿ j í - / f* /or0gjgi'g2i.

3°. 6(5) is absolutely continuous and

/» 2t

(4.3) I      I min {©'(í), O} \ ds < r.
Jo

The last inequality expresses the "essential convexity" of P; along the

arcs of negative curvature the tangent is turned by less than ir.

It can be shown that the condition on the absence of convex corners

(except one in Problems Ai, Bi) is necessary for the existence of solutions(7).

We do not know whether the condition on essential convexity is.

Our main result may now be stated.

Existence theorem. Under the conditions on P stated above the problems

A1-B3 have solutions.

In §18 we shall show that the existence theorem remains valid for essen-

tially convex profiles possessing a finite number of intruding corners.

5. Outline of the existence proof. Assume for the moment that we want

to solve one of our problems, say Ai, for the Laplace equation (in hydrody-

namical terms: for an incompressible fluid). It is well known that the solu-

tion can be obtained by conformai mapping. The functions <p and \f/ must now

be conjugate harmonic, that is,

(5.1) F = + +vl>

must be an analytic function of

(5.2) z = x + iy.

If we map conformally the domain 6(P) exterior to P onto |f| >1 taking

z = co into £ m ce, z = zt into f = 1, then F must be of the form

/        e2iT \

(5.3) F(X) = Ce-" Í f +-+ 2ie" sin r log f j

(7) The proof, stated in gas-dynamical language, will be found in [4].
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(where C>0 and r is real). The problem will be solved once we know the

analytic function mapping |f| >1 onto £>(&). Since the conjugate complex

velocity w (defined by (1.3)) is an analytic function of z and hence of f, and

w = dF/dz = (dF/dï)(dÇ/dz),

the desired mapping function will have the form

(5.4) z = j
nn a.

A conformai mapping, however, is known, once we find the one-to-one

correspondence between the boundaries. In our case this correspondence will

be described by a function s=/(w) such that (5.4) takes f =eia into z = Z(s).

Noting (4.1), we may write the mapping (5.4) on the circle |f| =1 in the

form

/(<•) » o>  F'(ei°)ei°do-
j e^^do- = i I

Jo J o w(eic)

Differentiating with respect to w and solving for w, we obtain

(5.6) w(ei") = iV-i®f(-)I+,"iF/(«to)//(»).

The requirement that the right-hand side of (5.6) be the boundary function

of a regular analytic function leads to an integral equation for the function

An analogous method may be applied to equation (1.1). We assume the

existence of a solution of Ai and map £(<P) conformally with respect to the

metric

(5.7) dS2 = dx2 + dy2 + d<¡>2

onto | f | >1(8). Then F (defined by (5.1)) becomes an analytic function of f,

and if the mapping is normalized as before F(£) must be of the form (5.3).

While w will not be an analytic function of f, the function

ce sa * <i>x ~ ***(5.8) wr

1 + (1 + 4>l + 4>\)112

will, and the mapping of | f | >1 onto £-(*P) will be given by the formula

1   rF'ti) 1  r_
w*d£.

(8) This mapping is equivalent to the mapping of the "physical" (x, y) plane onto the

"hodograph plane" ((</>», <4„) plane) followed by a distortion of the hodograph plane according

to (5.8) and by a (uniformizing) conformai mapping of the distorted hodograph plane into the

f-plane.
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On the boundary this may be written in the form

rfM i r " (F'iey)       _)
(5.10) ew>da=—\     <-e* + F'ie^)w*iei")e-i"} da.

Jo 2 Jo    (w*(e") )

Differentiating with respect to w, we obtain a relation from which w*(ei")

may be determined in terms of /(w). The condition that w*iei¡°) be the

boundary function of a regular analytic function leads to a nonlinear integral

equation for /(w)(9). It can be shown that, conversely, a solution of the

integral equation leads to a solution of the original boundary value problem.

The derivation of the integral equation is given in Chapter II. In Chapter

III we complete the existence proof by showing that the integral equation

has a solution. This is accomplished by means of the powerful topological

method due to Leray and Schauder. As an essential tool in verifying the con-

ditions of the Schauder-Leray theorem we use the theory of conjugate func-

tions. Chapter IV contains various extensions.

II. Derivation of the integral equation

6. The mapping. In this and the following sections we assume that a

solution of Problem Ai is given. In the domain D= £(P) — { °° } we introduce

the metric (5.7). Since

(6.1) dS2 = (1 + <t>l)dx* + 2<t>x<t>ydxdy + (1 + &)iy ,

this is a Riemann metric. The general uniformization theorem(10) assures

the existence of a homeomorphism

(6.2) £ = £(*, y),        r¡ = r)ix, y)

of O onto a (doubly connected) simply covered domain A of the f-plane

(f =¡c,-\-ir¡) which is conformai with respect to the metric (6.1), that is, such

that £ and r¡ are continuously differentiable and

I di |2 = pix, y)dS2,    p>0,        £xVy - fa. > 0.

A direct computation^1) verifies that F and w* are regular analytic func-

tions of f, that w*(f) and i"(f) are single-valued, and that throughout A

(6.3) FWw*(f) ^0,  «o.

We also note that (5.8) implies the inequality

(6.4) | w*(f)| < 1.

(9) A slightly modified form of these integral equations was given in [2] and [3]. In these

papers the emphasis was on finding numerical solutions. For a different approach to this prob-

lem by Gelbart, Bartnoff, and Resh see [l ; 9; 10].

(10) See, for instance, [11, p. 476].

(u) The details of this computation will be found in [5].
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The boundary continuum T„, of A corresponding to z = x-\-iy= «= is a point.

In fact, assume that T«, is not degenerate. By virtue of (2.1) and (5.8), w*

is constant on Tx, hence constant in A. It follows that w is constant and

4>(x, y) linear, which is plainly impossible. The boundary continuum To of A

corresponding to <P is nondegenerate, for otherwise w*(Ç) would be regular

for all values of f, which is impossible. Since A is determined but for a con-

formal transformation, we may assume that Tx is the point f = °o and To the

circle | fI =1.
A direct computation yields the relation(12)

1 /dF_\
(6.5) dz = — (-w*dF)

2 \w* J

which shows that the mapping of |f | >1 onto £(*?) inverse to (6.2) is given

by (5.9).
We make now an assumption (to be justified by the subsequent existence

proof).

Assumption a. The mapping (5.9) of |f| >1 onto £(<P) is a homeo-

morphism on | f | = 1.

Hence there exists a function s=f(u>) such that f = ei" is taken by (5.9)

into z = Z(s). We may assume that f = 1 is taken into zt- Then

(6.6) /(0) = 0,       f(2v) = 27T.

The function / is continuous and strictly increasing.

Assumption [5. The function f(u) is continuously differentiate.

This assumption, as well as the one to be made later, will be justified by

the existence proof.

7. The functions F and w* in the f-plane. The function F(Ç) is such that

Im F(eia)=0. This follows at once from boundary condition 21, and im-

plies that F(Ç) is regular for | f | = 1. On the other hand f = 1 is a branch-point

of a curve Im F = 0so that F'(l) =0. We claim that f"(f) is regular at. f = »

and that F'(°o)¿¿0.

In fact, ïf*(f) is regular at f = =° by virtue of (6.4), and from the condi-

tions of Problem Ai it follows that w*(°o) >0. We write (5.9) in the form

(7.1) K-ReGi(£),       y = ReG,(f),

where

(7.2)

C2) This relation is due to Chaplygin [6J.
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From the fact that (7.1) maps a neighborhood of f = °° in a one-to-one way

onto a neighborhood of z=oo we may conclude(13) that G{ (f ) and G2 (f )

are regular at f = » and that 0/ ( =o ) ^ 0, GY ( °° ) ^0. From this the assertion

on P'( oo ) follows.

The above properties of f(f) determine this function uniquely, except for

three constant parameters. We see that P(f ) differs from (5.3) by at most a

real additive constant. Thus

(7.3) F'«;) = Ce-* (1 - y) (! + 7~)

where C>0 and r is real.

By (7.3) and (6.3) we see that w*(f) ^0 for [ f | > 1. From the assumptions

made concerning the mapping and from the requirement that w be continu-

ous on P we conclude that w*(f) is continuous for I f | = 1. It is clear that w*

must vanish at f = 1 and at f = — e2ir, since F'/w* must be integrable at these

points. We assume iAssumption y) that w*ielw) ¿¿0 for u fáO, 2T+7r(mod 27r).

The mapping of |f| =1 onto P is given by (5.10). Differentiating both

sides with respect to co and noting that

Cd / Cd \

(7.4) F'ie™) = 4Cie-{l" sin — cos (-r I,

we obtain

(7.5) /'(«) = - 2C sin— cos (— - r^i- - ^(«He'l««")-»^»»!,
2 \2 / (t7*(cd) J

where we set

(7.6) w*(eta) = f(m)*-*l"K

Thus

(0 [/(cd) ] + r, 0 < cd < 2r + x,
(7.7) §(m) ■•<',„-, „    ,        : (mod 2^)

I© [/(w)], 2t + X < Cd  <  2tt,

and

(7.8) /'(cd) = 2C
cd

sin — cos
2

(y-')|{¡4-'*w}'
Recalling Property 1° of the function ©(5), we conclude from (7.7) that

/ 1 Vo / e2"\-1

<B)(l-*)  (i + f)
(I3) The details are given in [5J.
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is regular for | f | > 1, continuous and different from zero for | f | ^ 1. It follows

that w*(f) admits the representation

2tr\

gX<»

/ 1V / e2iT\
(7.9) «*(f) = x(l - jj {l + -y)

where x(f) is regular for |f| >1, continuous on |f] =1, xi00) *0 (mod 2iri),

and \>0. (By (1 —l/f)a we understand that single-valued branch of the

function which equals 1 at f = oo.)

8. The integral equation for Problem Ai.  Consider the function x(f)

given by (7.9) and set

(8.1) xie™) = *(«) + »£(«);

then

i r2* i rir ~
(8.2) — I      ¿(co)dcd = 0,        — A(cd)áco m 0 (mod 2ir).

2iv J o                                  2ir J o

The first equation (8.2) shows that

(8.3) re(cd) =-I     {h(u + t) - Ä(cd - /)} cot — dt.
2t J o 2

Conversely, if h is given by (8.3), then (8.1) is the boundary function of an

analytic function x(f) regular for | f | > 1, and Re x( °°) =0.

From (7.6), (7.9), and (8.1) we have that

(8.4) ç7*(M)e-«<«> = X(l - eria)a(l + e«r-to)¿*(«)+íS(«)|

so that by (7.7)

1 + a /        «\
(8.5) A(«) = - 0 [/(«)] H-cd - Í 1+—J x--r (mod 2).

The second equation (8.2) now yields a condition determining r once/(w) is

known :

3ir       1   •/" 2t
(8.6) r.=.-I      0[/(cd)]dcd (mod2x).

2       2ir J o

We shall associate to every continuous function /(co) satisfying (6.6) the

function A/(a>) defined by

i      1 + a
A/(w) = © [ña)-cd, 0 ^ cd ^ 2tt,

(8.7) 2

A/(cd + 2ir) = A/(cd).

It follows by (8.3) and (8.5) that
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(8.8) A(w)
1   /*T t

— I      {A/(io + t) - A/(w - /)} cot — ¿¿,
2ir J o 2

or, using the notation standard in the theory of conjugate functions(14),

(8.9) h = -A/.

We also have by (7.6) that

(8.10) q*(co) = 21+aX cos G-)l„M«)

Since  \w\   must attain the maximum gmax, the maximum of  |w*(f)|, and

hence that of q*(u), must be

(8.11)
Çm ax

P   =
1  +   (1  + ?max)1/2

Thus we obtain from (8.10) an equation for determining X:

(8.12) X = p /2x+a max <   sin —      cos.f — - t J «*<«> J- .

Next, substituting (8.10) into (7.8) and integrating we obtain that

(8.13)

c   r » i     o- »-* í
/(«) =- I      sin—       Je-hi'

2a\Jo   :       2 I

— 41+"X2 sin —      cos2
I        2 I

(—- t )«*c>| do-

and, since f(2w) = 2w,

C = 2-Vx//"

(8.14)

sin

41+aX2

g-M»)

sin COS' (—- rje''(">|d<r.

Substituting this value of C into (8.13) we get

(••    I IT    I  «"«I I <T    I2" /  ff \ )
I        sin—        -Je-W - 41+«\2  sin—     cos2 (-rle^'n dir

Jo 2 \      ) 2 \2        /
(8.15)    /(«)

J o21^0
e-»(») _ 4i+«x2  sin —     cos1

I       2 I (f-'V**!*
Since ä(w) is connected with /(«) by equation (8.8), and the parameters r

and X are given by (8.6), (8.12), this is an integral equation for the function

(14) See, for instance, [17, Chap. VII].
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/(w). The collection of formulas (8.6), (8.7), (8.8), (8.12), (8.15) will be re-

ferred to as the integral equation A".

9. Equivalence of the integral equation, the mapping problem, and the

boundary value problem. We have seen in §§6 and 7 that (under Assumptions

a, fi, y) a solution of boundary value problem Ai also yields a solution of the

following mapping problem.

Problem A/. To determine a positive constant C, a real constant t, and an

analytic function w*(£"), |f| >1, satisfying the following conditions: (i) w*(f)

admits the representation (7.9), x(f) being continuous for [ f | =1. (ii) w*( oo ) >0

and max | w*(f) | = p, where p is given by (8.11). (iii) // F(f) ii given by (5.3),

then (5.9) represents a homeomorphism of |f| èl onto P-\-£iP) which takes

f = oo into z = », f = 1 into z = zt-

In the preceding section we have shown that a solution of Ai* also yields

a solution of the integral equation A'/ .We shall show now that a solution of

A," yields solutions of A/ and Ai.

Assume first that a (continuously differentiable) solution /(co) of A" is

given and determine X, C, and t by (8.12), (8.14), (8.6), respectively. From

the way in which the integral equation has been set up, it follows that there

exists an analytic function w*(f) such that w*iei") =q*iu>)e~iHa), where q*

and 6 are given by (8.1), (8.10), and (7.7), respectively. It is also clear that

this function will have the properties (i) and (ii) as well as the following

(iii'): if F(f) is given by (5.3), and if the constant of integration in (5.9) is

chosen properly, then (5.9) maps |f| =1 topologically onto P, taking f = 1 into

Zt. It remains to verify property (iii).

We note first that since the integrands in (5.9) are regular analytic func-

tions in 1 < I f | < o° and since by (iii')

j        <fz = 0,
J m=i

(5.9) defines a single-valued mapping of |f| >1. From the fact that w*i<x>)

>0, it follows that f—»oc implies that z—>°o. Assertion (iii) would therefore

follow from (iii') if we knew that the mapping (5.9) is locally topological. To

verify this we consider the Jacobian of this transformation. It is given by

dilv)       4 '    u''   l|w*(f)|2      '      *"/

Since, by (8.10), (8.11), and (8.12), |w*(f)| <1, the Jacobian never vanishes

in  |f| >1 and the equivalence proof of A'/ and Ai   is complete.

Assume now that a solution of the mapping problem A/ is given. By

virtue of the mapping, (p=Re F(f) may be considered as a function of (.r, y)

defined in £(P). This function admits the parametric representation

(9.1) * = ReGi(r),       y = ReG2(r),       <P = Re F(f)
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where Gi and G2 are defined by (7.2). Since G'i+G2+F'' = 0, (9.1) is a

Weierstrass parametric representation of a minimal surface(16), so that

<j>(x, y) satisfies equation (1.1). A straightforward computation shows that

i/^Im Fand w* are connected with <p(x, y) by the relations (1.5), (5.8).

Since ip vanishes for |f | =1 boundary condition 21 is satisfied, and it follows

from (7.3) that zT is a branchpoint of the level-curve \p = 0. w = <px — i<py is

continuous on <P, for w*(f) is on |f| = 1 ; w is positive at 2= °°, for w*(<x>) is.

Finally, since p is given by (8.11), \w\ attains the maximum gmax. Thus all

conditions of Problem Ai are satisfied.

10. Integral equations for other boundary value problems. In exactly the

same way the boundary value problems A2-B3 may be reduced to integral

equations.

In the case of Problem A2, for instance, we must have

/        e2"\
F(f)

and

ar*(f) = XÍ1--W<tt

with a real r and positive C and X, x(f) being subject to the same conditions

as before. The resulting integral equation for /(«) becomes

/» w

I     {<rA« - 4X2 sin2 (u - T)eh^)da
Jo

1

2tt

/. 2r

{e-h(„) _ 4X2 sin2 ru _ r)0*(r>}¿,

Jo

where A(co) is again given by (8.7), (8.8) (with a = 1), r is again given by (8.6),

and

X = p/2 max { | sin (u - r) | e'1'"'}.

For Problem A3 we have

F(t) = -iC log f, w*(0 = Xex(f)/f,

and the resulting integral equation reads

/I   Of {«-*<»> - XV(«>¡á(r
o

/(«) = —-1       /.2t

— I      j«-*w - XV^Jrfo-
2x J o

(15) See, for instance, [7, p. 134].
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where h(w) is given by (8.7) and (8.8) (with a = 1) and

X = ju/max eh(u).

The discussion of Problems Bi-B3 may be left to the reader. We note only

the result: the integral equation for a problem By (j = l, 2, 3) is obtained from

that for the Problem Ay by replacing X2 by —X2.

The proof that equation A" possesses a solution, which will be given in the

next chapter, holds, with minor and obvious modifications, for the other

integral equations.

Remark. It is easy to verify (following the reasoning of §5) that if we set

in our integral equations X = 0 we obtain the integral equation satisfied by the

function/(co) which describes the correspondence between points of |f[ =1

and of <P in a conformai mapping of |f | >1 onto the domain exterior to 3>.

This should have been expected, since X=0 corresponds to p = 0, that is, to

max (4>l+4>l) =0, and for "infinitely small" values of cpx and <py equation (1.1)

coincides with the Laplace equation.

III. Solution of the integral equation

11. The operator T. We proceed to show that equation A" (that is, equa-

tion (8.15) together with the auxiliary equations (8.6), (8.7), (8.8), and (8.12))

has a solution. Throughout this chapter the function ®(s) (satisfying all

conditions of §4) is kept fixed and so are the parameters a and p. We recall

that O^a^l, 0</x<l.

It will be convenient to transform equation A" into an integral equation

for the derivative g(w) =/'(co).

Let Lj, (p^l) denote the Banach space of measurable functions g(w),

0^co = 27T, for which the norm

U2ir "I   Up
\g(w)\"dwj

is finite. If g(œ) is continuous, we set ||g||w = max |g(co)|. For every g£Li with

||g||i>0 we define

(11.1) i*(«) = (VlklN) f"\ti*)\d*,
J 0

1    f T t
(11..2) hg(co) = — I     {Ag'(w +1) - Ag*(u - t)} cot —dt,

2ir J o 2

where Afi* is the function defined by (8.7) with/=g*,

(11.3) T(g) = ^-i f 'e^HK
l ¿It J 0
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(11.4) Q0ia) = 2i+°

(11.5) \(g) °* n/\\Qa

and

Cd

sin —
2

cos [Í-*)]ffhg(œ)

(11.6) F0(cd) =
Cd

sin —
2

l-a

er-M-){l - X(g)2<2fl(cd)2

Finally we define the operator Z = T(g) by the equation

(11.7) ¿(cd) = (2x/||F9||1)F9(cd).

Lemma  11.1. If gELj,  ip>l),  [|g||i>0,  then T(g)  is defined and Z(w)

= T(g(w)) is a continuous non-negative function. Furthermore

(11.8) ||r(«)||i = 2x.

Proof. For every gGLpCLi, ||g||i>0, g*(w) is absolutely continuous and

the derivative

g*'(co) = ág*(cd)/¿d

belongs toLp. It follows from Holder's inequality that g*(w) satisfies a Holder

condition. Since @(s) is assumed to satisfy a Holder condition, the function

©[g*(w)] satisfies a Holder condition. Since we have that g*(0)=0, g*(27r)

= 27T, the function A9*(co) also satisfies a Holder condition. It follows from

Privaloff's theorem (see §13) that the function &9(co) conjugate to — A9. is

continuous. Hence Qe is continuous, X(g) may be defined, and RB as well as

T(g) are continuous functions. The fact that i?9(w)^0 and ||i?e||i>0 follows

at once from the definition of X(g).

Lemma 11.2. Let fioi) be a continuously differentiable solution of equation

A". Then g(w) =/'(w) satisfies the equation

(11.9) *-T(|).

Conversely, if gGLj,, p>l, satisfies equation (11.9), then

fa) =   f\io)d<r
J o

is a continuously differentiable solution of A".

The proof may be left to the reader.

12. Application of the Leray-Schauder theorem. We shall base our proof

of the solvability of (11.9) on a general existence theorem due to Leray

and Schauder which we restate in a form convenient for our purposes(16).

(I6) See [19], in particular p. 63.
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Theorem of Leray-Schauder. Let il be a bounded domain iopen con-

nected set) of a separable real Banach space B, fi' the boundary of fi, F(&, g)

an operator defined in fi = fi+fi' with values in B and depending upon a real

parameter k, 0^£gl. If for Og/fegl, g£fi~,

(A) the operator F(&, g) is jointly uniformly continuous in k and g, and

(B) completely continuous in g, if

(C) for no k, Og&^l, does the equation

(12.1) « = F(*,g)

possess a solution on the boundary fi' and if

(D) the equation (12.1) possesses a solution in Qfor k = 0, the mapping

(12.2) /=g-F(0, g)

being a homeomorphism,

then equation (12.1) possesses a solution in fi for every k, 0^&^1.

Condition (A) means that

||F(*, g) - F(Ä', g')\\ < vi\\g - g'll +\k- k'\), lim ,(e) = 0.

Condition (B) means that the closure of the image of fi under the mapping

F(£, g) is compact.

In order to apply this theorem to equation (11.9), we set

(12.3) F(*. g) = (1 - k) + kTig)

so that for k = l, equation (12.1) becomes identical with (11.9). For B we

take the space L„, p>l, for fi the domain fi{ determined (for a sufficiently

small positive 5) by the inequalities

(12.4) ikiii>*.   yu<iA
We shall prove two statements concerning the operator T.

(I) For every p>l and every sufficiently small ô >0, T is a uniformly and

completely continuous operator defined in fis.

(II) For an appropriately chosen p>l there exists a constant C such that

for every gELp, ||g||i>0,

(12.5) ||T(«)||„<C.

Statement (I) implies at once that conditions (A) and (B) are satisfied.

Statement (II) implies that condition (C) is satisfied (for the appropriately

chosen p) for a sufficiently small 5, since by virtue of (11.9) we have that

[|F(&> g)||i = 27T for every g for which T(g) is defined. Condition (D), finally, is

satisfied trivially for every sufficiently small ô, since now equation (12.1) for

k — 0 has the solution g(«)=:l and the mapping (12.2) is in our case a simple

translation:    /(cd) = g(cd) — 1.
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Thus the solvability of (11.9) will be verified once we prove (I) and (II).

13. Theorems on conjugate functions. The essential step in constructing

T(g) for a given g consists in forming a conjugate function. If <r(w) is periodic

with period 27r and integrable, then the conjugate function <j(u>) is defined by

the almost everywhere convergent integral

1   C ' t
(13.1) ff(w) =-I     [ct(oj + /) - <r(« - /)] cot — it.

2ir J o 2

Thus relation (11.2) may be written in the form

(13.2) -*,-!>.

We list now some theorems (either known or trivial) which will be used in the

sequel. By H(a, A) we denote here and hereafter the class of functions

satisfying the Holder condition

| /(co) - /(co') I ^ A | co - co' |a, 0 ^ co ¿ «* =: 2tt.

(i) J/ffGH(a, Ai), then \ ¡r\ =^42-4i, where A2 depends only on a.

The proof is clear.

(ii) Privaloff's theorem(17). If irGH(a, A), 0<a<l, then íGH(a, A3)

where A3 depends only on a and A\.

(iii) M. Riesz's theorem(18). If crELp, p>\, then ä(ELp, and \\ä\\p

^^4||cT¡|2, where A4 depends only on p.

(iv) Zygmund's theorem(19). // |<r| <Ab<it/2, then

i 2ir

e°Mdoi ^ 2it sec A¡.JJ o

(v)  // tr(co) is absolutely continuous and cr'(co) ̂  — Ae, ^46>0,  then  â(a)

^A6 log 4.

The proof follows at once from the relation

1   r2*
K«) = — I      a'(l) l°g sir

2ir J o

/ — co
j sin2 —    — <f¿

¿7T./ 0

which is obtained from (13.1) for almost every co by integration by parts.

We also note that the relation

rt 21T

(13.3) I       ¿(co)dco = 0
Jo

(") [13]. See also [17, p. 156], The statement on A3 while not explicitly stated there fol-

lows from the proof.

(18) [14]. See also [17, pp. 147-149].

(19) [18]. Cf. equation (6) on p. 286.
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holds for every a.

14. Uniform and complete continuity of T. In this section p and ô are

fixed numbers, p>l, ô>0, and so small that inequalities (12.4) determine a

domain fij. By Bi we denote positive constants and by ?7¡(é) positive functions

such that 77¿(e)—>0 as e—>0. Both the Bi and the r¡t will, in general, depend on

p and ó*. All inequalities involving the Bi and r\i are understood to hold in

fij. By q we denote the "complementary exponent" of p: p~l-\-q~l = l.

We shall have occasion to use the following almost self-evident lemma.

Lemma 14.1. Let Q be a class of equicontinuous functions defined over the

interval (0, 2v). There exists a function -nip, e) such that for p^l andfiw)ÇzÇ,

H/IL á l(P, 11/11,), lim nip, e) = 0.

We now recall the definition (11.1)—(11.7) of the operator T and note first

that by Holder's inequality

\\g\\i =£ (2x)1"||g||p.

Using this inequality we conclude easily that

(14.1) \\g* - gX\\» ̂ Bi\\gi - g2\\p.

Also

l|g*1l, =£ B2,
so that by Holder's inequality

(14.2) g* €H(1/q,Bt).

Since 0gg*(w)^27T for 0^coá27r, it follows from (4.2) and (14.2) that

I ©[**(«)] - © [«*(«')] \û Bi\a- a'\«, 0 ^ cd è 2t,

where

a = k/q,        0 < a < 1.

Since g*(0) =0, g*(27r) =2tt, it follows from the definition of A/ (cf. (8.7)) that

A9-eH(a, Bb),

so that by (13.2), Theorem (i) of §13, and Privaloff's theorem (ii),

(14.3) ||*,||. ¡5*.

(14.4) ä9£H(a, B7).

The last relation implies that

ihBl- geH(«, 2B7)
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and applying Lemma 14.1 we see that

(14.5) \\hgi - hg,\\x g r,i(\\hgi - AJ|p).

Now, hgi — hSl is conjugate to the function S(co) defined by

E(co) = ©kt(co)] - 0[gt(co)],
(14.6) m

E(co + 2x) = S(co).

From (14.1) and condition 2°, §4, we conclude that

11*11. ¿ iridia - ftiif).
so that

(14.7) IIe||i,    NU ä wllii - ftllf).
From Riesz's theorem it follows that

||*»i — fteiWp = ̂ (Iki — gi\\p),
so that by (14.5)

(14.8) \\hgi- h,t\U £ »(Wit - gt\\p).

Also, since | r(gi) -r(g2) | = (1/2tt)|| S||i,

(14.9) \r(gl)-T(g2)\ £ *(|f|i - fill,).

By (14.8), (14.13), (14.9) we have that

(14.10) He.lU £5.,       \\Qei-Q02\\„úvÁ\\n-g2\\p),

so that

(14.11) |X(gl)   -\{gt)\   é Vs(\\gl - g2\\P),

(14.12) ||J?„ - «J!« £ ii9(||gi - ftL).

From the definition of X(g) we have the obvious inequality

(14.13) 1 - p2 = RM.
CO

sin —
2

I—a
-*»(»>V   g  1,

which, together with (14.3), (14.8), (14.12), implies that

(14.14) ||Ä,||ifc V5„    ||Re||. £5io,    ||«n - *Ji £ fM(|jf,

The inequalities (14.12), (14.14) imply that

(14.15) ||T(fO - T<WI. « »u(i|li - f.|U)

so that T is uniformly continuous in £2S.

From the inequalities (14.4), (14.10), (14.14), we obtain that
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(14.16) ||T(f)||. á 2»u,        I Tig(cd)) - T(g(cd')) | g „„( | cd - cd' i ).

Thus the functions {T(g)}, g£fis, form a uniformly bounded, equicontinuous

family. By Ascoli's theorem the closure of T(fis) is compact in the Banach

space of continuous functions, hence, a fortiori, compact in L„. Thus T is

completely continuous in fi{ and statement (I) of §12 is verified.

15. Estimate of T(g). We proceed to verify statement (II) of §12. At first

we choose a fixed value p such that

p 2t

(15.1) p>\,       p\      | min [©'(a), 0] I do- < r.
Jo

This is possible since we assumed the profile P to be "essentially convex"

(cf. (4.3)). By d we shall denote positive constants which depend upon the

value of p chosen above, but not upon 5. All inequalities involving the d are

assumed to hold in every fijCLj,.

Now set

©+(5) = 0(0) +  f   max [©'(ff), 0]dc,
Jo

@(i) = ©+(j) - e_(j)

and for some fixed gGLj,, ||g||3)>0,

Liia) = @+[g*(cd)] - (1/2tt) [@+(2x) - @(0) Jed,  0 g co ̂  2x,

L2ia) = 0_[g*(cd)] - (l/2x)0_(2x)cd, 0 ^ cd ̂  2x,

Zi(cd + 2x) = ¿i(cd),        L2ia + 2x) = L2ia).

Then

Zi(cd) — L2ia) = Ag'ia),

so that if we define

Hi = — Li,        H2 = — L2,

we have that

(15.2) Hiia) - H2ia) = h„ia).

Let m and M be the minimum and maximum of L2ia), respectively. Since

0_[g*(w)] is monotonie it follows easily that

lí-tiiá @_(2x) = Ci < x.

Set L3iu)=L2iu)-iM+m)/2. Then |i3(w)| áCi/2, and

| pL3ia) | ^ C2 < x/2

by virtue of (15.1). Since H2= —L2= —L3, we have by Zygmund's theorem
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(§13,(iv)) that

A fortiori,

(15.3)
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/» 2t

eplH2<.a

Jo
»du   <  Ci

/'2l\ COsin —
o 2

(1-1) V

epB2Mdu ^ Cs

On the other hand Li(co) is absolutely continuous and since, for 0 ^ co á 2ir

£i(«) = ©+[f («)]«*'(«) - (V2ir)[e+(2r) - ©(0)],

we have, noting that 0+ ^ 0, g*' ê 0,

L'i(w) ^ - C4 < 0.

Thus by Theorem (v) of §13,

- #i(co) = C6,        «r-»*i<»> £ C,,

so that by (15.2) and (15.3),

(i-«)p
sm er'hiiMdu g C7.

By virtue of (14.13) this inequality implies that

(15.4) \\Rg\\P^Cs.

Finally we apply the integral form of the inequality between the arith-

metic and the geometric means,

1   r2* (1   r2r )
— I       x(<o)cfco ̂  exp <— I      log x(u)dw\ ,
2t J o \2it Jo )

X(co) è 0,

to the function x(w) = [sin (w/2)]1~"e~''i/("). Since the mean-value of ha van-

ishes (cf. §13, in particular (13.3)), we see that

If2ir J o
sin e-V«>¿w ^ 2a-1 = 1/Ci,

Together with (14.13) this implies that

so that by (15.14)

||t(í)IUac»
Thus statement (II) is proved and so is our existence theorem.
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IV. Extensions

16. A modification of Problem Ai. The aerodynamical problem of finding

a circulation free Chaplygin flow past a profile with a sharp trailing edge leads

to the following modification of Problem Ai.

Problem A4. The profile P and the function <p are to satisfy the same condi-

tions as in Problem Ai, except that condition wx>0 is replaced by the require-

ment that <f»ix, y) be single-valued.

Repeating the reasoning of Chapter II we see that in this case we must

have

F = C

w* = \eia (l-J ( 1 -\-J

For the function/(co) we obtain the integral equation

sin—        \ «-*<»> - 41+«X2  sin —     cos2 — «*<"> Yd,
J0 2 } 2 2

x(t) ex(») =  1.

(16.1) /(»)- 1    C2* I j lrt( I o- I2» a )
— I        sin —        1 e~w - 41+aX2  sin —     cos2 — e*W >
!xJ„    I       2 I      \ I       2 I 2 $

i/ff

where A and X are given again by (8.7), (8.8), and (8.12) (in the last formula

one must set t = 0). For a we obtain an equation involving/(co) which we have

no need to write down explicitly. The existence proof for equation (16.1)

follows at once from the considerations of the preceding chapter.

We leave to the reader formulation of the problems "dual" to A4 and to

the problem A5 to be discussed in the next section.

17. Profiles with two sharp corners. If our profile possesses two sharp

corners or cusps Zt and Zi, we can formulate a problem analogous to Problem

Ai, by replacing the condition wx>0 by the "Kutta-Joukowski condition"

relative to z¿.

We assume now that P admits the representation

z = Zis) = zT +   f   exp {¿[©(ff) + ©i(ff)]}dff,       0 ^ ff g 2x,
Jo

where

©1(5) = 0,    0 < s < si,       @i(s) = (1 - b)r,    si < s < 2x,

0(2») - 0(0) = (a + b)r,

0 S h ¿ h       Ogd^l,

and 0(s) satisfies conditions 2° and 3° of §4. Thus zl=Z(si).

Problem A6. P has no protruding corners or cusps except perhaps two at
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zt and zl- These points are branch-points of the level-line \{/ = 0.

Proceeding as in Chapter II we see that F(f) will again be given by (5.3)

with

(17.1) /(t)-í„

where / has the same meaning as before, and that

w*(r)
/ 1\V e2ir\"

= Xí'-('-7)(1 + t)
■ x(f)

where X>0, a>0, and x(f) is subject to the same conditions as before.

For the function /(co) we obtain the integral equation

sin
fa        \ I 1~b ( I ff  I 2a I / a       \\2b        )
I-r)\      ^c-M<')_4a+6x2   sin—        cosí-t)\    eh<-'>[d
\2      /\      I 2 \2      /

Lit J o
sin — cos

I        2 I
(~_r)l      je~Mcr)-4°+l>X2sin —        cos

2 I (f-/)|V,íd

where r is given by (17.1), h(u) is again given by equations (8.7), (8.8) (with

(1+a) in (8.7) replaced by (a-\-b)), and

X = p/ma.x{2°+i\ sin- cos (f-')H
For a we obtain easily an expression involving/(co) which we have no need to

write down explicitly.

In order to prove the solvability of (17.2), we define, for every g£L-p,

p>l, ||g||i>0, and for every real number t£Ei (E„ denotes here and here-

after the Euclidean «-space), the following operators and functionals:

e,lT(«) = 2«+* sin- cos (t~')I*.(«)e"°

where hg is again defined by (11.1), (11-2),

X(|,t) = p/\\QçA\u

R,Á») sin- cos (t-)Ir*#*{\ -X(g, r)2efl,r(co)2}.

We also define, for every strictly increasing function /(co) such that/(0) =0,

f(2ir) = 2tt, the number /(/) by the equation

/[?(/)] = lu

Proceeding as in §14 we can show that for gG^s inequality (14.3) holds, and

that we have (analogously to (14.13))

(17.3)      1 - ,«» £ R,A<*)/{

This implies that

sin cos (— - t\\    e-*«(">| g 1.
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(17.4) 1/^12 g i?9lT(cd)

Cd

sin —
2

-1+a I        / «        \ I ~m
cos (-t)\        < B

(i-)
12

where jBi2 is a constant depending on ô and p.

If we define the operator ¿ = Tr(g) by equation (11.7), and set

(17.5) -gr = i* = Trig)*,    that is,    g(cd) =  f  /(ff)áff
•/ 0

(where the *-operation is defined by (11.1)), then it follows from (17.4) that

g is strictly increasing. Obviously g(0)=0, g(2x) =2x, so that the functional

trig)   =   *"(f)

is well-defined.

It is immediately clear that our integral equation (17.2) is equivalent to

the following system of equations for the function g(w) =/'(«) and the

number r:

(17.6) | - Trig),        r = tTig).

Now let EiXLj, be the Banach space of pairs (t, g), r£Ei, ggLj,, with the

obvious definition of addition and multiplication by scalars, and with the

norm:

III    / \  III f   I        I2  _L   II     H2I1/2
III    (T>   S)\\\    =    {   I   T\     +   \\i\\p\ ■

We define (for ||g||2)>0) the operator T by

T(r, g) = iUig), Trig))

and write (17.6) in the form

(17.7) (r, g) = T(r, g).

We also introduce in (17.7) a real parameter k, OgA^l, setting

W(k; r, g) = (1 - k)iO, 1) + kTir, g).

Using the methods of Chapter III we can show that F(A; t, g) satisfies

all conditions of the Schauder-Leray theorem with respect to a domain

(0, 2x) XfisCEiXLp, for appropriately chosen S and p.

A new argument is needed only for the verification of the uniform con-

tinuity of tT(g) for

(17.8) 0gr^2x,       gGOsCL,, ip>l).

We shall sketch this argument briefly.

At first, reasoning as in §14, we conclude that

(17.9) \\Tnigï) - Tr2(g2)|| è imdll (ri, gi) - (T2, g2) HI),
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where rji3 is a function of the kind used in §14. We already noted that (14.3)

and (17.3) hold under the hypotheses (17.7). Therefore, setting / = TT(g), we

have

(17.10)

Set

Then

so that

/(«) è (Í/Bu)  sin- cos G-01
in, I/) = T(t,-, g,), i = 1, 2.

liia)da =   I      l2ia)da,
Jo Jo

(17.11)   I f//2(cd)¿cd| á fn | ?i(«) - *»(«) | ¿cd ̂  BM||Tn(fO - TT1(g,)||p.
I   «/   Tl I «^ 0

On the other hand there exists a strictly increasing A(e) such that for co^co'

and all r,

(17.12) sin- cos (f-01¿<r   £ A( cd'   ) > 0.

If (ti, gi) and (r2, g2) belong to the closure of (0, 2x)Xfij, we have by

(17.11) and (17.9) that

(17.13)
Í  C T2

I , l2(°
I   J Tl

)it> é 9h(       (ri — r2, gi - g2)

Z il/Bu)Ai | ri -. ri{ ),

and by (17.10) and (17.12) that

(17.14) f 2 lia)da
I   •/   Tl

From (17.13) and (17.14) it follows that

|  A   —   T2 |   g  T7lí( I || (n  —   T2, gl  —  g2) | ||),

that is, the uniform continuity of tT(g).

18. Profiles with intruding corners. The preceding results remain true if

we permit profiles P possessing a finite number of intruding corners, provided

that we change suitably the definition of "essential convexity." More pre-

cisely, we may replace the hypotheses stated in §4 by the following(20).

(20) For the sake of simplicity we assume that zt is not the vertex of an intruding corner.
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The profile 9 admits the representation

2 = Zr +   f   exp {¿[0(a) + Qi(er)]}dff, 0 = í á 2*.
J o

where

iV

0i(cr) = T 53 c*d(s ~ s')> 0 < Si < S2 < ■ ■ ■   < ijv < 2ir,
v=l

c, ^ 0, tf(i) = 0 for 5 < 0,   â(s) = - 1 for 5 > 0,

and the following conditions are satisfied.

Io. Set 0(27r)-7r(ci+c2+ • ■ ■ +cN)-0(0) = (l+a)it.  Then a = i, except

in Problems Ai, Bi, where O^a^l.

2°.  The function @(s) satisfies a uniform Holder condition.

3° (Essential convexity). S(s) is absolutely continuous and

N n 2x

(18.1) tt^C+J        |min  [0'(cr), 0]| ¿cr < 7T.
v=l J 0

The integral equation, for Problem A3 say(21), now becomes

/• w       .VI           (j  _  j    I — cv I                                        N    I           ¡j  _  T    I 2c.v 1
TI   sin-'        ] «_*(<r) - 42TX2 TJ   sin-'       e*<'> [ dir

o      v-i I            2             (                         v=\ I            2 )
(18.2)   /(«) =

where

[sin-        Í «-*<") - 42^X2n   sin--\     e^'nda-
\n J o       r-l I 2 ( „_i I 2 )

JV

(18.3) y=£ c,

/z(co) is given by the same formulae as before (with (1+a) in (8.7) replaced

by(l+a+y)),

N/         (    JL        a - r, {•»       )
X = u/max < 2t|X  sin-     e^V ,

and the r„ are determined by the equations /(t„) = sv, v = 1, 2, • • • , N. The

existence proof for equation (18.2) can be carried out by the methods already

described.

We shall now have to consider the Banach space E^XL,, of elements

(ti, r2, • ■ • , tn, g) with Tj-EEi, gEL-p and the norm

III if I |« ||    ||2)
(Ti,   ■   ■   ■   ,  TV,  g) \\\    =     <   2_,|   Tj\     +   \\g\\P>

1/2

(21) We consider this problem instead of Problem Ai, say, only in order to obtain a less

cumbersome integral equation.
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After defining an appropriate operator T:

(18.4) in, A, ■ • • , t'n, I) = Tin, t2, ■ ■ ■ , tn, g),

we shall be able to write the equation satisfied by the derivative g(co) =/'(co)

of a solution of (18.2) in the form

(ti, • • • , Tff, g) = Tin, ■ ■ ■ ,TN, g).

We may leave it to the reader to carry out for this equation the considera

tion analogous to those of Chapter III and §17. A new argument will be

needed only for verifying the complete continuity of T.

In fact, a function Z(co) defined by (18.4) will not be continuous any more.

Instead it will be of the form

'(«) = K«)II
»■=i

with a continuous r(w). It will turn out, however, that if in, ■ • ■ , tn, g)

is restricted to the closed region

0 = r, £ 2x,       r - f, 2, • • '• , N,       g G Q,,

the corresponding functions r(w) will form a uniformly bounded equicon-

tinuous family. From this the complete continuity of T will follow easily.

We also note that throughout the whole proof one would have to make

use of the inequality y<1 which follows at once from (18.1) and (18.3).

19. Open questions. The following problems are suggested by the preced-

ing results:

1. Do the boundary value problems A,-, B< (*=1, 2, 4, 5) have a solution

if we prescribe not the value of ç7mttx = max \w\ but the value of \w„\

(cf. (2.1))? In gas-dynamical language: may we prescribe the speed at in-

finity instead of the maximum local speed(22)?

From equations (5.8) and (7.9) it follows that prescribing the value of

| wM| amounts to considering the parameter X in our integral equations as a

given constant (subject to the condition 0<X<1). For Problem Ax it follows

from the results of Frankl and Keldysh(6) that a solution exists for 0<X<e,

where e is a sufficiently small number which may depend upon the profile.

The important question, however, is whether or not the same is true for

e = l.

2. Are the solutions whose existence has been established unique?

3. Can equation (8.15) or the other integral equations be solved by the

(n) From the point of view of gas-dynamics it might be preferable to prescribe qm„. In fact,

if we work with the differential equation resulting from the actual pressure-density relation

and prescribe a (subsonic) value of |«i„|, we can not be sure that a purely subsonic flow will

exist.

sin-
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method of successive approximations? Numerical computations seem to indi-

cate that this is possible in some but not in all cases (cf. [2] and [3]).

4. Can the condition of "essential convexity" imposed on the profile be

removed or replaced by a weaker condition ?

Of even greater interest would be the extension of our results to more

general quasi-linear partial differential equations.
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